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Abstract

The Lisbon Metropolitan Area (LMA, Portugal) has been affected by several destructive earthquakes nucleating both along

the offshore Africa-Eurasia plate boundary and on onshore inherited intraplate faults. Using a dense GNSS dataset coupled

with PSInSAR analysis, we provide new evidence of sinistral simple shear driven by a NNE-SSW first-order tectonic lineament.

PSInSAR vertical velocities corroborate the GNSS strain-rate field, showing uplift/subsidence where the GNSS data indicate

contraction/extension. We suggest the presence of a small block to the W of Lisbon moving independently towards the SW

with a relative velocity of 0.96±0.20 mm/yr, whose boundaries are part of a complex and as yet poorly constrained strike-slip

fault system, possibly rooting at depth into a simpler basement fault. Comparison between geodetic and seismic moment-rates

indicates a high seismic coupling. We show that the contribution of intraplate faults to the seismic hazard in the LMA may be

more important than currently assumed.
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Key Points:

• We present a GNSS velocity for the southern Lusitanian Basin and Lower
Tagus and Sado Basin

• We complement those results with PSInSAR-derived vertical velocities for
the Lisbon Metropolitan Area

• The area in under sinistral simple shear, with velocities and strain-rates
pointing to higher seismic hazard than previously estimated.

Abstract

The Lisbon Metropolitan Area (LMA, Portugal) has been affected by several
destructive earthquakes nucleating both along the offshore Africa-Eurasia plate
boundary and on onshore inherited intraplate faults. Using a dense GNSS
dataset coupled with PSInSAR analysis, we provide new evidence of sinistral
simple shear driven by a NNE-SSW first-order tectonic lineament. PSInSAR ver-
tical velocities corroborate the GNSS strain-rate field, showing uplift/subsidence
where the GNSS data indicate contraction/extension. We suggest the presence
of a small block to the W of Lisbon moving independently towards the SW with
a relative velocity of 0.96±0.20 mm/yr, whose boundaries are part of a com-
plex and as yet poorly constrained strike-slip fault system, possibly rooting at
depth into a simpler basement fault. Comparison between geodetic and seismic
moment-rates indicates a high seismic coupling. We show that the contribution
of intraplate faults to the seismic hazard in the LMA may be more important
than currently assumed.

Plain Language Summary

Space geodesy (using the Global Navigation Satellite System or RADAR images
obtained by satellites) allows for the detection and characterization of surface
deformation when points at the Earth’s surface move with velocities of the or-
der of 1 mm per year or higher. Using 15-year long series of GNSS observations
and 6-year long series of RADAR images from ESA’s Sentinel-1 satellites, we
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characterize the deformation of the Lisbon Metropolitan Area. We conclude
that the crust is being stretched in NE-SW direction, and on top of this pattern
we detect a local patch of contraction, near the Tagus river bar. Because the
deformation occurs on a sedimentary basin, we have to infer indirectly the type
of deformation that takes place in the underlying basement, where the earth-
quakes nucleate. We conclude that two blocks of crust are sliding horizontally
past each other along the Lower Tagus Valley, inducing a style of deformation
in the sediment cover called simple shear, while a smaller block between Lisbon
and Cascais moves independently with respect to its surroundings. Our results
indicate that the faults near Lisbon probably contribute more to the seismic
hazard of the region then assumed in previous studies, with implications for the
building regulations.

1 Introduction

The southern sector of the Lusitanian basin, SW Portugal (Figure 1a), has been
the locus of relevant seismicity in historical time (Moreira, 1985; Stucchi et
al., 2013). The list of known destructive earthquakes affecting the region and
the adjacent continental shelf ranges in time from 1344 to 1909, with catas-
trophic occurrences in 1356, 1531 and 1755 (https://www.emidius.eu/SHEEC).
Because of the tsunamigenic nature of the 1755 earthquake, the existence of
important seismogenic structures offshore SW Portugal was recognized at an
early stage. The 1909 earthquake, however, with epicenter ~40 km to the NE
of Lisbon and estimated magnitude in the range M6.0-M6.5, had a clear in-
traplate nature, and it is widely accepted that the M7 1531 earthquake also
nucleated onshore, in the active structures of the Lower Tagus Valley (Justo
and Salwa, 1998; Canora et al., 2020). All these features point toward a dif-
fuse zone of deformation involving both onshore and offshore active structures
which accommodate the Nubia-Eurasia plate convergence through a relevant
seismicity release, as recently proposed by Palano et al. (2015). The relative
importance of the contributions of onshore versus offshore seismic sources to
seismic hazard in Portugal is largely debated. On one hand, in view of the
modest convergence rate (~4 mm/year in a NW-SE direction; Fernandes et al.,
2003), it has been argued that most of the cumulated crustal deformation is fully
released by 1969-type offshore earthquakes of the Gulf of Cadiz, implying that
intraplate faults account for very small slip-rates. It follows that destructive
intraplate earthquakes are deemed very rare events with limited contribution
to the probabilistic hazard (e.g., Ramalho et al. 2020). This view is supported
by very low intraplate slip-rate estimates derived from geological studies (0.005
to 0.3-0.5 mm/yr; Cabral, 2012). On the other hand, seismic hazard disag-
gregation studies have led to opposite conclusions, whereby the rupture of a
nearby intraplate fault is the dominant scenario contributing to the hazard in
the vicinity of Lisbon (Vilanova and Fonseca, 2007; Woessner et al., 2015).

Space geodesy may hold the key to arbitrate this issue, since in conjunction
with instrumental seismicity it allows the direct observation and quantification
of interseismic strain buildup (Bennet et al., 1998; Murray et al., 2014; Lange et
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al., 2019). The southern Lusitanian basin hosts a significant number of GNSS
stations at an average spacing of ~30 km, continuously operating in the last 15
years. To constrain both intraplate deformation style and rates of the southern
sector of the Lusitanian basin we used the available GNSS data. In addition,
PSInSAR analysis was used to provide further constraints on the vertical com-
ponent of motion, with increased spatial resolution and similar precision.

2 Regional tectonics

The Lisbon Metropolitan Area (LMA; Figure 1a) is located on the southern sec-
tor of the Lusitanian Basin (LB) in the western coast of Iberia, a magma-poor
rift margin that formed ~200 million years ago, when the North Atlantic rift
system incised the Paleozoic crust of the Hesperic Massif in the Late Triassic
(Wilson, 1989; Rasmussen et al., 1998). At the early stages of passive margin
evolution, the LB formation was controlled by a set of crustal-scale strike-slip
faults (Aveiro fault, Nazaré fault, Lower Tagus Valley fault, Messejana-Ávila
fault) inherited from the Hercynian Orogeny (Arthaud and Matte, 1977; Pin-
heiro et al., 1996; Pereira and Alves, 2013). The study area straddles one of the
hypothesised Hercynian crustal fractures, the Lower Tagus Valley fault (LTVF).
Triassic and Early Jurassic deposits comprise important amounts of evapor-
ites, the Dagorda formation, which accumulated in grabens and half-grabens
at depths raging from 2 km to 4.5 km and thicknesses from 200 m to 1500 m
(Rasmussen et al., 1998; Reis et al., 2017). With the onset of seafloor spreading
in the Mid Jurassic, the rifting axis shifted to the west and the LB became an
aborted rift (Hubbard, 1988). A new set of extensional faults developed at this
stage to accommodate the subsidence of the margin (Montenat et al., 1988),
and halokinesis played an important role in the evolution of the LB, with dif-
ferent sectors developing independently as fault-bounded or salt-wall bounded
sub-basins (Alves et al., 2003). The main faults through the sediment fill of the
LB revelaled by commercial seismic reflection data (Walker, 1982) are depicted
in Figure 1a. During the Alpine Orogeny the LB underwent structural inver-
sion (Curtis, 1999), which stops abruptly at the ENE-WSW Arrabida range, the
southern limit of the LB (A. Fonseca et al., 2020). Palaeoseismological and geo-
morphological investigations have unveiled evidence of Holocene rupture on two
parallel strands of faults along the margins of the Tagus River (Figure 1a) with
geomorphic indicators of sinistral strike-slip (Ostman et al., 2012, Canora et al.,
2015; Canora et al, 2021), in response to the LTVF reactivation by the current
stress field, characterized by a NW-SE maximum compressive stress (Ribeiro et
al., 1996). The southern sector of the LB hosts significant historical seismicity
(Moreira, 1989; Stucchi et al., 2012), but during the last decades the region has
experienced quiescence (Custodio et al., 2015), with only M<3 earthquakes that
form a diffuse pattern (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. a) Simplified geology of the Lusitanian Basin and adjacent Cenozoic
basins, after the 1:10000 Geological Map of Portugal (LNEG, 2010). Faults
(black lines) after Walker (1982), Dickson (1992) and Curtis (1999). Holocene
ruptures (red lines) after Canora et al. (2020). The dashed white rectangle
delimits the study area. Number in legend are: 1) Cenozoic sediments, 2) Lis-
bon Volcanic Complex, 3) Sintra batholith, 4) Mesozoic sediments, 5) Paleozoic
basement, 6) generic fault, 7) fault with Holocene activity, 8) inferred base-
ment fault (Lower Tagus Valley Fault), 9) limits of the Lisbon Metropolitan
Area. Abbreviations are: AvF, Aveiro fault; NF, Nazaré fault; LTVF, Lower
Tagus Valley fault; MAF, Messejana-Ávila fault; AF, Alcochete fault; AiR, Aire
Range; NC, Nazaré Canyon; CR, Candeerios Range; MR, Montejunto Range;
SB, Sintra batholith; TL, Tagus lagoon; TB, Tagus bar; SP, Setúbal Penin-
sula, ArR, Arrábida Range; ArF, Arrábida fault. b) Seismicity of study area
and surrounding region. Instrumental seismicity (1964-2020) from the Interna-
tional Seismological Center (http://www.isc.ac.uk). Historical seismicity after
the SHEEC catalog (Stucchi et al., 2013). The yellow polygon represents the
area used for moment rate comparisons.

3 Data and methods

All available GNSS continuous stations covering the study area were processed
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using the GAMIT/GLOBK 10.71 software (Herring et al. 2018; http://www-
gpsg.mit.edu), adopting the strategy described in the Supplementary Informa-
tion. To improve the overall configuration of the network and tie the regional
measurements to an external global reference frame, data coming from more
than 100 continuously operating global tracking stations were also introduced
in the processing (Figure S1). To adequately show the crustal deformation pat-
tern over the investigated area, the GNSS velocity field has been aligned to a
fixed Eurasian reference frame (Altamimi et al., 2017). The resulting velocity
field, with error ellipses at the 95 percent confidence level, is shown in Figure
2a).

Vertical velocities were also computed using 311 ascending-orbit (306 descending-
orbit) Sentinel-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar images (Burgmann et al., 2000) ac-
quired between 2014 and 2020, with the PSInSAR ((Persistent Scatterer Inter-
ferometric SAR) technique (Ferretti et al., 2000), using the GAMMA software
(Werner et al., 2000; Wegmuller et al., 2019). These results are independent
from the GNSS vertical velocity estimates and have a much higher spatial res-
olution. Figure 3 displays the estimated vertical velocities, and the reference
points. See the Supplementary Information for additional details.

4 Results

The horizontal velocities with respect to stable Eurasia for 20 GNSS stations
on the LB and on the adjacent LTSB are reported in Figure 2a. In general, the
stations move towards the NW quadrant with an average velocity of ~1.5 mm/yr.
We selected for further analysis a subset of 12 stations located on the LMA (see
the red dashed rectangle in Figure 2a). In order to filter out short-wavelength
deformations while retaining the regional pattern, we compared each horizontal
velocity with the average of the four nearest sites. It can be seen (Figure 2b) that
IGEO station deviates significantly from the neighbor stations, which might be
due to monument instability or localized deformation of geotechnical origin. For
this reason, the IGEO station will be excluded from the analysis of the regional
deformation. To the W of the Tagus estuary, a few other sites show significant
deviations, but in a coherent pattern. The average velocity of the three stations
with green arrows with respect to the average velocity of the remaining eight
sites of the study area (red dashed rectangle) is 0.96±0.20 mm/yr, with an
azimuth of ~217º (red arrow in figure 2a). The velocity of station CASC is
different from those immediately to its E, but not dissimilar from the average
velocity of the region. Because station CASC has a robust monument and a
long history of observation (1997 to present) we accept its velocity as a reliable
result. The significance of these anomalous velocities will be discussed below.

Using the 11 sites retained in the analysis, we considered as baselines all the
55 segments connecting any two sites, and for each baseline we computed its
shortening/extension and its rotation. In the following description, point 1 is
always the westernmost end of the segment, and point 2 is the easternmost end.
Representing by 𝑟12 the length of the baseline, by �̂�12 the unit vector directed
from point 1 to point 2, and by ⃗𝑣12 the relative velocity of point 1 with respect
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to point 2, we measured the rate of shortening of each baseline by

𝑣// = ⃗𝑣12. �̂�12,

and its rate of rotation by

𝜔 = 𝑣⊥
𝑟12

with

𝑣⊥ = √| ⃗𝑣12|2 − 𝑣//2

Figures 2c and 2d show the results for all the 55 baselines. The angle in the
horizontal axis is the azimuth of the baseline with respect to North (positive
clockwise). Positive values of 𝑣// correspond to shortening, and positive values
of 𝜔 correspond to counterclockwise rotation.
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Figure 2. a) GNSS-derived velocity field with respect to stable Eurasia. The
ellipses represent 95% confidence intervals. Stations located in the red dashed
rectangle have been analyzed to filter out short-wavelength deformations (see
the main text for details). The red arrow is the average velocity of the three
sites colored in green relative to the average velocity at the remaining stations.
b) Deviation of the azimuth of velocity of each site with respect to the average
velocity of the four nearest sites. c) Deviation of the scalar velocity of each site
with respect to the average of the four nearest sites. d) Baseline rotation as a
function of azimuth. Positive angular velocities correspond to counterclockwise
rotation. e) Baseline shortening/extension as a function of azimuth. Positive
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values correspond to shortening. Azimuths are reckoned clockwise from North.

Figure 3 shows the vertical velocities inferred from the PSInSAR analysis using
ascending and descending orbits, ranging from 3 mm/yr of subsidence to 1
mm/yr of uplift (in the same reference frame adopted for the GNSS-derived
velocities). Subsidence is dominant near the margins of the Tagus river and on
the eastern side of the Setubal peninsula, displaying a close association with the
faults that cut through the post-Oligocene sediments of the LTSB (black lines
in Figure 3). A zone of uplift can be observed to the immediate W of the city
of Lisbon straddling the Tagus bar, with a NNE-SSW trend. Other patches of
uplift can be seen further to the SE in the Setubal peninsula and further to the
NW. A narrow band of subsidence can be observed to the North of, and parallel
to, the uplifting Arrábida range.

Finally, Figure 4 depicts the horizontal strain-rates estimated on a regular 0.1°
x 0.1° grid over the investigated area by adopting the method reported in Shen
et al. (2015). See Supplementary Material for details. The resulting strain-rate
field is characterized by a sharp extension of ~15 nstrain/yr with axis NE-SW
coupled with a small contraction (3-4 nstrain/yr) along the NW-SE extension.
A local patch of contraction also ~15 nstrain/yr can be observed close to the
Lisbon -Tagus bar area with the shortening axis oriented NNE-SSW.
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Figure 3. Permanent Scatterer InSAR vertical velocities in the study area
(531798 points), derived from Sentinel-1 images (311 ascending and 306 descend-
ing orbits) acquired by ESA between 2014 and 2020. Positive velocities (cold
colors) correspond to uplift, negative velocities (warm colors) correspond to sub-
sidence. The velocities were computed adopting two reference points, shown in
the figure as black stars, and then converted to the GNSS velocity reference
frame (see text for details). The black lines depict faults through the sediment
cover. Abbreviations are as Figure 1.

5 Discussion

5.1 Active tectonics of the LMA

A first-order observation, according to the geodetic strain-rate field (Figure 4a),
is that the crust of the LMA is esperiencing NE-SW extension, except in the zone
around the Tagus bar which displays significant NNE-SSW shortening. This is
consistent with the PSInSAR estimates of vertical velocity (Figure 3), showing
uplift near the Tagus bar but mostly subsidence elsewhere. This extensional
regime is also consistent with the evolution of the Tagus lagoon, the only zone
of Portugal to display subsidence during the Quaternary (Cabral, 2012).

Figures 2d and 2e provide further insight into the horizontal deformation pat-
tern. Baselines having the azimuth in the range N30E to N110E undergo pre-
dominantly extension (Figure 2d), in agreement with the strain-rate map (Fig-
ure 4a). Baselines with azimuth in the range N70W to N20W display shortening
instead, also consistent with the strain-rate field. Moreover, Figure 2d shows
that most baselines rotate counterclockwise, with a few exceptions in the range
N30W-N50E. Taken together, these results are strongly indicative of simple
sinistral shear above a strike-slip fault with NNE-SSW orientation, as depicted
schematically in Figure 4b. Segments connecting stations with green arrows in
Figure 2 tend to show anomalous behavior, visible near azimuth N85E, showing
contraction and rotating clockwise against the dominant tendency. Together
with the observation that this group of sites moves with an average velocity of
0.97±0.20 mm/yr towards the SW quadrant with respect to the average veloc-
ity of the remaining sites, this behavior indicates the presence of a small crustal
block to the W of Lisbon, moving independently, possibly related to a local lat-
eral extrusion process. The eastern boundary of this block may be tentatively
associated with the transition from uplift to subsidence (Figure 3) along a line
that runs between sites IGP0 and IGEO (Figure 2). On the western side, it can
be speculated that CASC is “pinned” by the Sintra batholith that lays to its
north. Paleoseismological and geomorphological investigations are probably the
only path to improve our understanding of the active deformation of the region,
despite the challenges put by the urban development of the LMA.

A likely explanation for the complex pattern of deformation near Lisbon con-
cerns the connection of the LTVF with the offshore fault system (Figure 1a).
As it approaches the broad lagoon of the Tagus estuary, the fault system swings
to a N-S direction along the Alcochete fault, in a releasing bend (e.g., Sylvester,
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1988) that causes NE-SW extension and subsidence. Figure 3 shows that this
subsidence is linked to the activity of the fault system, confirming that the
Tagus lagoon is an active pull-apart basin as proposed by Vilanova and Fonseca
(2004). When it reaches the S of the Arrabida range, the fault system changes
direction again, adopting a ENE-WSW strike and dip-slip motion (Figure 4b),
changes of direction and style that configure a single restraining bend (Cunning-
ham and Mann, 2007), explaining the compression and uplift detected in the
Setúbal Peninsula.

Our results do not clarify to what extent this complexity is also present at
basement level, given the effective detachment at the base of the sediment fill
((Rasmussen et al, 1998; Reis et al., 2017).The uplift observed south of the Tagus
bar (Figure 3) is aligned with the trend of the LTVF further to the NE, and this
may indicate that at depth the crustal fault continues as a linear feature towards
the offshore. Although the tectonic relevance of the canyons has been a topic of
speculation for many decades (Pinheiro et al, 1996; Pereira and Alves, 2013), it
is a fact that they are aligned with major crustal faults (see inset in Figure 1a)
further north (Nazaré fault) as well as further South (Messejana-Ávila fault). A
continuation of the linear trend described above through the continental shelf
is therefore supported by its alignment with the Lisbon Canyon (Lastras et al.,
2009).

Figure 4. a) Strain-rates inferred from the GNSS horizontal velocities (see text
for details). Blue corresponds to areas under compression, pink to areas under
extension. b) Schematic tectonic interpretation of the study area. Abbrevia-
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tions are: AF, Alcochete fault; ArR, Arrábida Range; TL, Tagus lagoon; TB,
Tagus bar. Inset: schematic representation of the simple-shear deformation of
ductile sediment cover on top of a sinistral strike slip fault. Red line: under-
lying basement fault; R, synthetic Riedel shear; R’, antithetic Riedel shear; N,
normal fault, T, thrust and reverse fault; P, secondary synthetic shear; �1 and
�3, principal stress axes. Modified from Sylvester (1988).

5.2 Moment rate estimates

Geodetically-derived strain cannot be equated directly to seismic moment re-
lease, since a significant percentage of the deformation may be aseismic (e.g.,
Masson et al., 2005; Palano et al., 2018). Taking as reference the source area
used by Woessner et al. (2015) to account for the seismicity of the Lower Tagus
Valley (depicted in Figure 1b), and using 15 km for seismogenic thickness and
30 GPa for crustal rigidit𝑦, we estimate a value of �̇�geod

0 = 1.35𝑥1017𝑁𝑚/𝑦𝑟 for
the scalar geodetic moment-rate (see how in the Supplementary Information).
Ramalho et al. (2020) reviewed the probabilistic seismic hazard assessment of
Woessner et al. (2015) and estimated �̇� seis

0 from the Gutenberg-Richter pa-
rameters for the same source area for which we estimated �̇�geod

0 , so a direct
comparison between the two results can be performed. For the three values of
maximum magnitude (7.1, 7.4 and 7.6) considered by Woessner et al. (2015),
Ramalho et al. (2020) obtained �̇� seis

0 of 8.69x1016 Nm/yr, 1.33 x1017 Nm/yr
and 1.77 x1017 Nm/yr, respectively. These values compare well with our geode-
tic estimate of the moment-rate, especially the central value, suggesting a strong
seismic coupling of the area.

Finally, it is important to confront assumptions regarding seismic hazard with
the new results put forward here. Cabral et al. (2012) state that the intraplate
faults of Western Iberia have very slow slip-rates, in the range 0.005 to 03-0.5
mm/yr, with return periods larger than 5000 years for M>6 earthquakes, having
therefore a small contribution to the hazard at the regulatory return period of
475 years when compared to more distant offshore faults. Our results suggest
that these values are exceeded in the vicinity of Lisbon. Although the velocities
and rates reported here cannot be directly extrapolated to the basement given
the likely detachment at the bottom of the basin fill, it can be stated that the
observed strain-rates, of the order of 15 nstrain/yr or ~5x10-16 s-1, are higher
than those typically associated with intraplate areas (10-17 to 10-20 s-1 according
to Molnar, 2020) and are comparable to those observed in the Basin and Range
(~3x10-16 s-1 according to Payne et al., 2008) or in Southern Tibet (~4x10-16

s-1 according to Wang et al., 2019).

5 Conclusive remarks

The analysis of GNSS data in the LMA revealed a pattern of interseismic defor-
mation consistent with simple shear on top of a locked strike slip basement fault
oriented NNE-SSW, with strain-rates of the order of 15 nstrain/yr, both exten-
sional and contractional. Vertical velocities independently derived from radar
images with the PSInSAR technique broadly corroborate these results, show-
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ing uplift (subsidence) where the GNSS data detect contraction (extension). A
block to the West of Lisbon, sampled by three GNSS sites, moves with respect
to the surrounding region on both sides with a relative velocity of 0.96±0.20
mm/yr, possibly as the result of small-scale lateral extrusion. These results
support the hypothesis that the Lower Tagus Valley is the locus of an active
first-order crustal fault which drives the observed simple shear surface deforma-
tion, while contradicting the widespread view (e.g., Ramalho, 2020) that the
LTV faults are too slow to contribute with a major parcel of the seismic hazard
of the region. The impact of intraplate faults in the seismic hazard in the LMA
may therefore be more important than currently assumed, among other studies,
by the EUROCODE 8 National Document for Portugal (Costa et al., 2008).
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